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prologue

influx & efflux

I doodle, pretty much any time there is
pencil in hand and paper nearby. Lines
flow down arm, fingers, length of pencil,
to exit at graphite tip and mingle with predecessors already on the page. “Lo, a shape!”1
I say to myself (quoting Walt Whitman)
as it emerges.

Lo, a shape

Doodles don’t need a lot of space; they make landfall on margin of text,
corner of napkin, upside down is fine, though they do like to roam. Is the
doodle following rules of a geometry or perhaps a “protogeometry”?2 Or do
doodles emerge in real time without a plan, each vague shape engendering a
next on the fly? And what is my role in doodling? It seems I add something
to the aesthetic of what also has the feel of automatic writing.3 The doodle
brings obscure news of a netherworld in which I partake; it is somehow subjective without being the expression of an interiority all my own.4
This book was prompted by years of doodling — in meetings, in seminar
rooms and lecture halls, on the phone, while trying to read. Doodling helps
people to think, to process ideas, concepts, tones, and figures of speech.5 But
doodling sparked the book in another way, too: the peculiar experience of
self that comes to the fore while doodling — an “I” at once carried along and
creative — became a key theme to explore. Indeed, doodling enacts a formative process that, following Whitman, I call “influx and efflux.”
The phrase appears in this passage from “Song of Myself,” which features
a sea breathing itself in and out as waves and an I partaking in that process:
Sea of stretch’d groundswells,
Sea breathing broad and convulsive breaths,
Sea of the brine of life and of unshovell’d yet always-ready graves,
Howler and scooper of storms, capricious and dainty sea,
I am integral with you, I too am of one phase and of all phases.
Partaker of influx and efflux I.6
“Influx and efflux” invokes that ubiquitous tendency for outsides to come
in, muddy the waters, and exit to partake in new (lively/deathly) waves of
encounter. The process might also be called Impression-and-Expression,
Ingestion-and-Excretion, Immigration-and-Emigration — different names
for the in-and-out, the comings and goings, as exteriorities cross (always
permeable) borders to become interiorities that soon exude. The “and” of
influx-and-efflux is also important: it marks the hover-time of transformation,
during which the otherwise that entered makes a difference and is made different. “And” is the interval between influx and efflux, in the sense in which
Thoreau says that “poetry puts an interval between the impression & the expression.”
pression. 7 Poetry is here defined as an array of words able to induce a stutter
or lag, a delay before a vibratory encounter becomes translated into a bite-sized
nugget of (human) experience.
InfluxInflux-and-efflux
and-efflux is the way of Whitman’s world, a world of Urge and urge
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and urge, Always the procreant urge of the world.8 This book highlights affinities
between Whitman and a tradition of process philosophy for which metamorphosis, and not only its entities or congealments, is a topic of great interest. “Process,” writes Kathy Ferguson, “is not the same as sequence; it is not
a parade of already-formed entities past our eyes. It is a ‘fluency of becoming.’ ”9 Whitman, along with the book’s other touchstone, Henry Thoreau
(and also by way of Harold Bloom, Roger Caillois, Gilles Deleuze, Cristin
Ellis, Dorothy Kwek, the Institute for Precarious Consciousness, Erin Manning, Michel Serres, and Alfred North Whitehead), sets his sights both on
cosmic process and on a shape called I. Shape is a Whitmanian term of art — it
names a formation less stable than entity, less mentalistic than concept, more
haptic than literary figure. If for Whitman body names a creative agency that
readily makes itself seen, heard, felt, and so on, and if soul names a set of
less sensible, virtual powers, shape is a term for what has both those kinds of
efficacy.10
Whitman, I will suggest, offers a distinctive model of I: it is a porous and
susceptible shape that rides and imbibes waves of influx-and-efflux but also
contributes an “influence” of its own. It is no easy matter to parse what is
involved in that influential effort. It is especially tricky after contemporary
theory has taken a nonhuman turn that locates the human on a continuum
of lively bodies and forces — a continuum that elides conventional dichotomies of life and matter, organic and inorganic, subjective and objective,
agency and structure.11
My last book, Vibrant Matter, accented the efforts of non- or not-quitehuman shapes, arguing that the modern habit of parsing the world into passive matter (“it”) and vibrant life (“us”) had the effect of understating the
power of things — for example, the way landfills are, as we speak, generating
lively streams of chemicals and volatile winds of methane, or the way a diet
infiltrates brain chemistry and mood. Whether or not such materialities rise
to the level of (panpsychic) “life,” it seems clear that they do modify the developmental paths taken by human flesh, affections, thought, identities, and
relations. Their influx has that peculiarly subtle mode of causation known as
influence. A swarm of nonhumans are at work inside and as us; we are powered
by a host of inner aliens, including ingested plants, animals, pharmaceuticals,
and the microbiomes upon which thinking itself relies. Indeed, during the
Matter, I came more and more to experience “my”
process of writing Vibrant Matter
efforts as a writer as but one vector within a much larger group of conative
influences.
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Dividuals

The task before me now is to return to the question of I, to try to depict,
amidst a world of diverse efforts and trajectories, that particular set that is
experienced as most local, most personal. How to bespeak an I alive in a
world of vibrant matter? How to write up its efforts and endeavors? Now —
inspired especially by Whitman, for whom “Personality” persists as a theme
even as he affirms cosmic dimensions of self — I consider more closely the
value-added, the extra oomph, impetus, or effort, of the human dividual,
partaker of influx and efflux. By “dividual,” I follow McKim Marriott’s notion of “persons — single actors — [who]
are not thought . . . to be ‘individual,’
[
that is, indivisible, bounded units. . . . To exist, dividual persons absorb hethet
erogeneous material influences. They must also give out from themselves
particles of their own coded substances — essences, residues, or other active
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influences — that may then reproduce in others something of the nature of
the persons in whom they have originated.”12 Influx & Efflux explores the experience of being continuously subject to influence and still managing to add
something to the mix.
There lives in Leaves of Grass, for example, an I who is both creative
writer — locus of a distinctive poetic effort — and sensitive receptor liable to
myriad “sympathies”: Mine is no callous shell, /I have instant conductors all over me
whether I pass or stop.13 This I, which cohabits with a more familiar model of
American individuality,14 is traversed by ambient sounds, smells, textures,
words, ideas, and erotic and other currents, all of which comingle with previously internalized immigrants and become “touched” by them, until some
of the incorporated and no-longer-quite-alien materials are “breathed” out
as positions, dispositions, claims, and verse. The influx variegates the I: I find
I incorporate gneiss, coal, long-threaded moss, fruits, grains, esculent roots, / And am
stucco’d with quadrupeds and birds all over.15 And this pluralized I returns the favor by enriching the mix with new words and winds: Earth! you seem to look for
something at my hands. . . . Behold, . . . I dilate you with tremendous breath, I buoy you
up.16 I breathes in and buoys up: in “partaking,” I alters and is altered.
In what follows, I celebrate Whitman’s attempts to sing himself and
his audience into generous I’s and to “promulge” the best of what America
might become — an egalitarian public culture. I don’t endorse all of Whitman’s claims, ideals, or political tendencies. I recoil from his Americacentrism and have much less faith than he does (though he too has his
doubts) that providential forces are at work in the cosmos. I am ambivalent
about his notion of “manliness,” even if there is today a pressing need to
develop laudable models of masculinity. Whitman takes steps in the right
direction when, for example, he seeks to combine “the strength of Homer,
and the perfect reason of Shakespeare”17 with a “manly attachment” called
“sympathy.”18 But though Whitman tries to be “the poet of women as well as
men,”19 the “vigor” of men is too often paired only with the noble motherhood of women.20 Neither do I share Whitman’s belief, coexisting alongside
his criticisms of moneygrubbing and monopoly, in the essentially egalitarian trajectory of markets.21
And then there is the matter of his cosmic appetite, his tendency to embrace and incorporate — or is it just to eat up? — all that he encounters. The
famous line I am large, I contain multitudes does support a magnanimous I experiencing itself as but one of many, many configurations of lively, earthly
matter:
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I am he that aches with amorous love;
Does the earth gravitate? does not all matter, aching, attract
all matter?
So the body of me to all I meet or know.22
But such lines can also lean into the presumption that every mode of existence is, without remainder, available for I to feel and absorb. This sense of
entitlement can be heard in Section 33 of “Song of Myself,” with its long,
detailed catalogue of things encountered, including a quail (not any quail
but the one “whistling betwixt the woods and the wheat-lot”), a cataract
(not the generic geological formation but “Niagara, the cataract falling like
a veil over my countenance”), and the singular “hounded slave that flags in
the race, leans by the fence, blowing, cover’d with sweat.” Whitman’s portrayal of each item on the list exhibits his talent for poetic contraction — I
refer here not to his elision of letters (“ebb’d,” “wash’d,” “suffer’d”) but to his
knack for capturing the specificity of a thing by naming its essential posture
(“the judge with hands tight to the desk, his pallid lips pronouncing a deathsentence,”23 “the inbound urge and urge of waves,”24 “the treacherous lipsmiles” of antidemocrats).25 And yet his attention to the exquisite singularity
of each body can sometimes seem less about its intrinsic value and more like
the care with which a chef plates up his meal: I help myself to material and immaterial; All this I swallow, it tastes good, I like it well, it becomes mine, / I am the man,
I suffer’d, I was there.26 Here and elsewhere, what may come to the fore is less
an ecological sensibility than an American conceit of cultural superiority
and entitled consumption. Does Whitman’s earthy love and impeccable attentiveness to other persons, places, and things encourage a more wondrous,
respectful mode of interaction between dividuals and other living materials? Or do they feed into powerful currents of anthropocentrism, whiteness, colonialism, consumerism, and exploitation of “natural resources”?
No doubt they do both, for only a thin and porous membrane separates a
love of matter that is nondiscriminatory and radically egalitarian (“flush” in
the quotation below) from a consuming lust. Whitman seems aware of this
doubleness:
I know perfectly well my own egotism,
Know my omnivorous lines and must not write any less,
And would fetch you whoever you are flush with myself.27
It is amid such reservations that I ride and inflect Whitman, whose po
poetry is the guiding thread of Influx & Efflux
Efflux. The book is as much about a
• xiv •
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process-oriented self — a model of subjectivity consonant with a world of vibrant matter — as it is about Walt Whitman. I draw upon Whitman’s adventures into sympathy, affection, gravity, and nonchalance, and upon his fascinating experiments with a process-oriented syntax, and I carry them into
insights and techniques from other writers, times, and places.
Storyline

The book begins its exploration of dividuality by asking what all those depictions of bodily postures are doing in Whitman’s poems — for example,
“crouch extended with unshut mouth,” “side-curved head,” “arm hanging
idly over shoulder,” “elbow stretching, fingers clutching,” “rigid head and
just-open’d lips.” Chapter 1, “Position and Disposition,” explores Whitman’s
discernment of a sympathetic current linking outward posture and gait
to inner character and disposition. Here we see him going beyond a conventional model of self, wherein physiognomy and physique (“phiz”) are but
epiphenomenal expressions of an inner, animating Personality. Whitman’s
innovation is to affirm a productivity proper to phiz, a power to shape moods
and alter states of mind. Giving a twist to an American variant of phrenology that was more about self-improvement than racial hierarchy, Whitman suggests that people can alter their moral and political character in
part by working upon their mien, posture, gait. The desired comportments
are, for Whitman, those disposed toward a very pluralistic democratic
culture.
After exploring intrabody sympathies — relays between posture and
mood — in chapter 1, chapter 2, “Circuits of Sympathy,” turns to an examination of the complexities of Whitman’s use of the term sympathy. The word
marks for him not only a moral sentiment linking one person to another but
also an atmospherics of indeterminate eros; it is also the name he gives to the
earth’s utterly impartial acceptance of each and every one of its elements or
inhabitants; it appears also as a biological organ (like lungs or heart); and it
even emerges an apersonal physical force (akin to sunlight or gravity). With
the last image, Whitman seems keen to locate sympathy within the very
infrastructure of the cosmos. But here difficult questions arise: as sympathy’s theater of operation expands into the geosphere, would it not also take
on the moral indifference of gravity, electricity, or tropism? And, as such,
can appeals to sympathy retain their persuasive force in political life? Those
are important questions, especially because Whitman’s various invocainvoca
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tions of sympathy (alongside its agonistic twin “pride”) are so interwoven
with his larger political project: his lyrical songs of more-than-human sympathies are attempts to induce, from out of an America polarized into two
hostile camps, a public disposed toward a democracy that is multicolored
and extraordinarily diverse (“variegated”) and yet still a functioning whole.
He expresses his aspiration to that difficult combination in a conversation
with Horace Traubel: “Still debating whether he would write a preface for
November Boughs [Whitman says this:] ‘Why should I? — the book itself explains all I wish explained: is personal, confessional, a variegated product, in
fact — streaks of white and black, light and darkness, threads of evil and good
running in and out and across and through, achieving in the end some sort of
unity.’ ”28
Chapter 3, “Solar Judgment,” takes up Whitman’s strange call for the poet
to judge not as the judge judges but as the sun falling round a helpless thing. I read this
as a call to inhabit more fully the “float” between impression and expression, the “interval” between influx and efflux. To linger in that “and” is to
postpone judgment, that is to say, to hold off the sorting discrimination often
assumed to be the very essence of ethical action. Whitman explores — indeed, pushes to the limit — the idea that one very valuable effort of the democratic dividual consists in the active elision of discriminating perception, in
a “judgment” as nonjudgmental and magnanimous as the dispensation of
light offered by the sun. As we “loafe” in the interval, we are unconsciously
feeling things out — receiving and responding to signals operating at what
Alfred North Whitehead called the “visceral” level. The chapter turns
briefly to Whitehead’s attempts to craft a conceptual vocabulary — “prehension,” “ingression,” “affective tone” — appropriate to that very subtle kind of
experiencing. Whitehead helps us to name what is at stake in Whitman’s
call to “judge not as the judge judges but as the sun falling round a helpless
thing.”
Between chapters 3 and 4 is inserted a “Refrain: The Alchemy of Affects.”
As a refrain, it repeats themes developed in the first three chapters, this time
by extending them into contemporary issues (the neoliberal contraction of
public goods, civic practices of egalitarian culture, and antiracist strategies).
“Refrain” explores several attempts to engage politically at the level of affects
by performing an alchemy by which, for example, a depoliticizing anxiety
may be transmuted into anger or into a sympathy that opens new avenues for
action. I try to show how what may at first appear as an exclusively aesthetic
set of practices can exercise a political efficacy.
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For Whitman, intrabody and interbody currents, even when felt as a personal sentiment or mood, are streams within a more-than-human process
of “influx and efflux.” He tends to celebrate these atmospheric currents — as
enrichments and energizations of an I, as a “joyous electric all” that variegates a self-striving to become as diverse as cosmos.29 Although Whitman
was hardly oblivious to dangerous, ugly, or ignoble forms of influence, they
are deliberately understated elements of his poetics. Chapter 4 takes up three
stories that focus more overtly and exclusively on the darker sides of influence. While there are many worthy contenders for the role of challenger to
Whitman’s joyful model of influx and efflux, I choose these three stories
because their scope and audacity approach Whitman’s cosmic purview, and
because they, like Leaves of Grass, highlight the fraught and fragile nature of
individuation.
The first story is Roger Caillois’s, who, writing under the influence of
surrealism and claiming to practice a cross-species form of “comparative biology,” figures influence as an innate tendency of the organism to give in to
the “lure” of undifferentiated “space.” Caillois’s eerie tale, of individuals swallowed up by milieu, seems to affirm D. H. Lawrence’s response to Whitman’s
call to “dilate” and take in all there is: “I don’t want all those things inside
me, thank you.”30 Caillois explores the threatening “lure of space” by turning to the insect world, where the organism’s tendency to become generic, to
mimic its surroundings — a tendency also operating within human beings — is
starkly apparent. Caillois highlights a phase of the process of influence that
operates below consciousness: an automatic biomimesis working to destroy
individuation. This means that influx needs to be filtered if any I (Cartesian,
cosmic, or otherwise) is to persist. (Chapter 5 will turn to Thoreau and some
specific techniques of filtration.)
In a second story, about hoarders and their hoards, I consider how people
with a particularly “sensitive cuticle”31 in relation to objects can be so affected
by them that the boundaries of self are experienced as extending beyond the
skin. What is at issue here is more the I’s fungibility than its fragility. The
third tale comes from the literary critic Harold Bloom, who famously confronted the “anxiety” engendered by the influences poets receive from other
writers, an anxiety tied to the quest for an individuality that speaks with a
voice of its own. Bloom focuses on the efforts of “great poets” to manage the
influx, to deploy literary techniques to cope with an irreducible degree of
subjection to the influence of precursors. Chapter 4 ultimately compares and
contrasts the different ideals of self offered by Caillois, hoarders, Bloom, and
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Whitman. What comes to the fore are Whitman’s own hesitations about the
desirability of a full-on “merge” with the cosmos.
Chapter 5 turns to Henry Thoreau’s take on that subtly intrusive flow
called “influence” — in particular, upon his efforts to quarantine some currents and to inflect others by writing them up. Like the sympatico Whitman,
like hoarders and like Bloom’s poets, Thoreau too has a sensitive cuticle: “My
body is all sentient — as I go here or there I am tickled by this or that I come
in contact with — as if I touched the wires of a battery.”32 But more assiduously than Whitman, and in ways that exceed Bloom’s focus on literary tactics in order to include outdoor practices such as walking, Thoreau experiments with ways to minimize his exposure to interpersonal currents and to
maximize his contamination by the not-quite-human sparks of the Wild.
He actively courts influences arriving from air, water, plants, and animals
because their potential to refresh and revitalize is great, in contrast to those
all-too-human influences whose primary effect is to reinforce stale concepts
and percepts.33 The chapter looks at three encounters with natural influences
that Thoreau stages and writes up, with an eye toward how such practices affect the strength and quality of the dilated but also idiosyncratic (“eccentric”)
I that Thoreau wants to be.
Chapter 5 raises once again the question of just how much the Thoreauian and Whitmanian figures of I depend upon a faith in a cosmos that is
providential. Thoreau, like Whitman, often assumes a benevolent or meliorative tendency at work in the process of influx-and-efflux — often, but not
always. Just as Whitman occasionally stumbles over evidence at odds with
his picture of cosmos as “joyous electric all” — his figure of sympathy as a
natural force akin to gravity, for example, troubles his attempt to enlist sympathy as the glue to repair a broken society — so too does Thoreau stumble. I
highlight those occasions when Thoreau acknowledges the limits of a providential imaginary and affirms the presence and power of natural influences
even when they do not harmonize with human interests. The question thus
becomes how to live well in an apersonal cosmos.
In an epilogue, “A Peculiar Efficacy,” I gather together elements of a poetics appropriate to a world of influxes and effluxes and try to sketch a model
of action appropriate to that world. The effort is to extract from the book’s
various explorations of subtle “influences,” atmospheric “sympathies,” and
“hu
solar “judgments” some conceptual resources for thinking anew about “human agency” or the efforts of dividuals to sift through and add to influences
and to inflect outcomes. What can, in a lively, more-than-human world, re-
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occupy the place of the willful individual positioned above the fray? And
how best to describe such a model of self and action? Here I explore the use
of “middle-voiced” verbs as a linguistic practice, as a way to “write up” processual agencies. To bespeak from within an ongoing process, rather than
from an external vantage where the subject of a predicate can either direct
activity (active voice) or be acted upon (passive voice) — that is what verbs in
the middle voice do. The task is to explore what “writing up” does and how
it works.
Calling Out/Calling Toward

As I write up this book, American politics is marked by upsurges of hate,
racism, misogyny, xenophobia, conspiracy theories, disdain for the rule of
law, private and corporate greed and unprecedented concentration of wealth,
officially sanctioned indifference toward the suffering of others, and belligerent denial of that profound, and unequally distributed, precarity that is
climate change. All of this finds a powerful advocate in a corrupt president
who spins them as forms of national defense. These repellent stances and efforts are met by forceful and livid opposition, by a prodemocratic, antiracist
counterpolitics of direct action, mass protest, legal challenge, electoral strategizing, and militant calling out of entrenched structures of privilege and
domination.
Antidemocratic and fascist flows must be met with strong and unrelenting
opposition, both antagonistic and agonistic. “Agonism,” says Bonnie Honig,
“names the commitment to the permanence of conflict among would-be
equals, but it doesn’t only — and this is really important — it doesn’t only
name conflict. It also names cooperation and mutuality that are always already ridden by strife. So never only the consensual, but also never only the
conflictual.”34 I agree with Honig. In what follows, however, I try to highlight the role of yet another set of prodemocratic practices and tactics: those
that lean into moods other than outrage, revulsion, and even agonism — not
as replacements but as complements to inject into the scene where possible. Following Whitman, I label these other moods “affections” and “sympathies,” as those terms become stretched beyond a human-centered, sentimental frame to include apersonal, underdetermined vital forces that course
ex
through selves without being reducible to them. I am keen to explore, for example, the ways in which a (vague, protean, ahuman) tendency for bodies to
lean, make connections, and form attachments can be harnessed on behalf of
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a more generous, egalitarian, and ecological public culture. Neglect of such
efforts has, I believe, made its own contribution to the rise of the neofascist,
earth-destroying politics now threatening to become hegemonic.
Again, the effort is not to supplant antagonism or agonism, but to offer
an indispensable supplement to them. Thus, the dominant rhetorical groove
in what follows is more calling in than calling out. For some audiences, this
may seem to disqualify the effort from counting as “political.” In response,
I am tempted to yield the term politics to the realm of agon and then to float
the idea that “politics” alone cannot get us where we want to go. But if the
political is acknowledged to include all the affects and energies — affirmative
and negative — with the potential for societal transformation, then Influx &
Efflux can qualify as (among other genres) a political work.35 It is clear to me
that even a poetic, Whitmanian America would continue to generate and
absorb sinister waves of influence in need of vigorous opposition. It is worth
noting that is hard not to be infected by the toxic plumes one vigorously
opposes and that the trick is to find ways to counter them without adding
to their impetus. Indispensable today are studies devoted to assessing and
resisting new waves of fascism.36 But I share Whitman’s intuition that it is
also important to detect and inflect the more positive inflows and outflows.
To the extent that a democracy ignores or downplays these, it becomes ever
more susceptible to noxious infections.
This is thus an untimely book: it offers a strangely apersonal figure of
self and a nonagonistic set of practices to add to the democratic mix.37 The
work of change always needs a discordant chorus, says Ferguson, “because
we have multiple audiences, because different trajectories work together
in unexpected ways, because we should never put all our eggs in just one
basket.”38
Writing Up

My discussions of sympathies and influences — of transfers at the borders
of outdoors and inside — accent the “influx” phase of process. Also woven
throughout the book is a concern with the “efflux” that is a writing up of
such encounters. By “writing up,” I mean the arrangement of words that
repeat, imperfectly and creatively, events that exceed those words but also
find some expression in them. It is a writing up when it amplifies and elevates
ethically whatever protogenerous potentials are already circulating.39 What
are the characteristics of a rhetoric suited to this task? What grammar, syn
syn-
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tax, tropes, and tricks are most pertinent to a linguistic and ethical inflection of a process that includes ahuman, alinguistic influences? (That question is a twenty-first-century echo of Thoreau’s nineteenth-centry quest to
“speak a word for Nature?”)40 Such a poetics would try to give these forces
their due while placing them in a wordy, normative milieu that is not really
their home.
Thoreau’s writing, like that of Whitman and the others I rely upon in
what follows, tends to float between genres — part political theory, part
mythmaking, part poetry, part speculative philosophy, part political and
existential diagnosis. Perhaps this hovering enables it to see more clearly
the contributions made by actants whose first language is not human, to
write, for example, as “the scribe of . . . the corn and the grass and the atmosphere writing,”41 and to induce the feeling that, at the very moment you
are reading the text, you are amidst a bevy of active forces, some human and
many not.
Here is one example of that kind of rhetoric, from Thoreau’s journal on
July 23, 1851:
You must walk so gently as to hear the finest sounds, the faculties being
in repose. Your mind must not perspire. True, out of doors my thought
is commonly drowned as it were & and shrunken, pressed down by stupendous piles of light ethereal influence — for the pressure of the atmosphere is still 15 pounds to a square inch — I can do little more than preserve the equilibrium & resist the pressure of the atmosphere — I can only
nod like the ryeheads in the breeze. I expand more surely in my chamber,
as far as expression goes, as if that pressure were taken off; but here outdoors is the place to store up influences.42
That passage, an efflux in response to the inflow of “stupendous piles of light
ethereal influence,” acknowledges the force of atmosphere, of barometric
pressure plus breeze, plus heat and sun, and perhaps also the mesmerizing
hum of summer cicadas. These “influences,” with a vitality depicted as more
than what is usually meant when one speaks of the weather, are lively participants in an encounter with Thoreau. They face, flow into, and alter the
man: in the example before us, his power of thought is suspended, as a more
vegetal faculty becomes enhanced: Thoreau now nods like the ryeheads in
the breeze.
Nodding supplants thinking
—but only for a while. Later, back in his chamthinking—but
cham
ber, the possibilities for expressing the inflow “expand” — to include not only
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vegetal but literary and poetic iterations. Inside the house, Thoreau is again
able to ruminate his encounters — indeed, we hear news of these stupendous,
ethereal influences only by way of the thoughtful words he later writes up.
Chapter 4 explores in detail this and other of Thoreau’s encounters with
“natural influences.” My focus now is on the effort of writing up, on the
paradox of personal endeavoring in a world of pervasive influence. Thoreau sways
back and forth between a nodding and an inventive self, with each circuit
engaging different conjunctions of outdoor and indoor, internal and external, powers.
Language will always be an anexact repetition of the press of the outdoors; every wordy composition will be more or less untrue to stupendous,
ethereal influences that signal without words. What is more, each writer will
contaminate the influences she targets for expression with unchosen influences embedded in her perceptual, ideological, social-positional, and bodycapacity styles.43 At least some dimensions of these will remain unmarked,
unconscious, vague to their bearer. Attempts to unearth these, and to confess to their influence, is an invaluable part of postcolonial, antiracist, antipatriarchal, and neurodiversifying strategies. But another important task, I
think, is to carry those efforts forward without losing the capacity to sing
better alternatives, to give the virtual its due, to write up.
What would be a poetics of writing up? It would have to be able to display how writers as they write continue to ride the momentum of outside
influences. It would dramatize how metaphors remain infused and fueled
by the physical forces more obviously at work when one is out in the sun on
a really hot day. Such writing could show, for example, how the throat-andchest feeling of breathing and the texture of wind on your face still vibrate
inside the word inspiration, or how hearing the phrase “on the one hand . . .
on the other hand” induces a subtle rocking to-and-fro of your body.44 Such
a rhetoric might also push the “metaphorical” to the point where it becomes uncertain whether a sentence speaks in a descriptive or an aspirational voice, and also uncertain whether the speaker is positioned outside the
scene (like a bird or a god from above)45 or a body swimming in a processual
sea.
Such a rhetoric might also try, to paraphrase Michel Foucault, to bring
sentences to life, showing not only how sentences express the humanist, societal life of their writer, but also press forward a vitality proper to ahuman
shapes. Such sentences would “light fires, watch the grass grow, listen to the
wind, and catch the sea foam in the breeze and scatter it.”46 They would ac-
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knowledge that (what Thoreau calls) “natural influences” linger in the language enlivened by them.
Whitman also seeks such a poetics when he calls for utterances that are
“done with reviews and criticisms of life” and are “animating now to life itself.”47 To animate to life is to throw oneself heartily into an ongoing, creative
process. It is neither to “take” a decisive action (as in “to act more animatedly”) nor to endure as a patient of an external force (as when Frankenstein’s
monster is “animated” by electricity). Thoreau makes a similar point in A
Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers:
A perfectly healthy sentence, it is true, is extremely rare. . . . It is as if a
green bough were laid across the page, and we are refreshed as by the sight
war
of fresh grass in midwinter or early spring. You have constantly the warrant of life and experience in what you read. The little that is said is eked
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out by implication of the much that was done. The sentences are verduous and blooming as evergreen and flowers, because they are rooted in
fact and experience.48
Such a rhetoric might even try to speak with a tongue that is ramified
(many-branched), like a huge old tree or a neural network. Or perhaps with a
voice that is rhizomatic in the sense of being all branches and no trunk. “The
two of us wrote Anti-Oedipus together. Since each of us was several, there was
already quite a crowd,” say Deleuze and Guattari.49 Such a rhetoric would be
roomy enough to accommodate a heterogeneous swirl of agents, some human, some not. It would find workarounds to the grammar of subjects and
objects — in order to display how “writing up” consists in overlapping waves
of expressive effort, some mine, some yours, and some apersonal.
It might also sometimes indulge in the “pathetic fallacy,” prosopopoeia,
tropes—
or other anthropomorphizing tropes
— thus affording voice to vibrant materials whose first language is not words. When Whitman writes up the “blab
man
of the pave,” or when Caillois invokes the “lyrical force” of the praying man-
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tis, they allow natural entities, forces, and processes to inhabit and deform
the grammatical place of the doer. They release them from the confinement
of being merely the “context” or “material conditions” that undergird exclusively human powers of action.
The techniques just listed, plus the use of middle-voiced verbs (to partake,
to inaugurate, to promulge, to inflect) are on display in what follows.
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